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ABSTRACT
On many occasions, it is desirable to image lungs in vivo to perform a pulmonary physiology study. Since the lungs are
moving, gating with respect to the ventilatory phase has to be performed in order to minimize motion artifacts. Gating
can be done in real time, similar to cardiac imaging in clinical applications, however, there are technical problems that
have lead us to investigare different approaches. The problems include breath-to-breath inconsistencies in tidal volume,
which makes the precise detection of ventilatory phase difficult, and the relatively high ventilation rates seen in small
animals (rats and mice have ventilation rates in the range of a hundred cycles per minute), which challenges the capture
rate of many imaging systems (this is particularly true of our system which utilizes cone-beam geometry and a 2
dimensional detector). Instead of pre-capture ventilation gating we implemented a method of post-acquisition gating.
We acquire a sequence of projections images at 30 frames per second for each of 360 viewing angles. During each
capture sequence the rat undergoes multiple ventilation cycles. Using the sequence of projection images, an automated
region of interest algorithm, based on integrated grayscale intensity, tracts the ventilatory phase of the lungs. In the
processing of an image sequence, multiple projection images are identified at a particular phase and averaged to improve
the signal-to-ratio. The resulting averaged projection images are input toa Feldkamp cone-beam algorithm
reconstruction algorithm in order to obtain isotropic image volumes. Minimal motion artifact data sets improve
qualitative and quantitative analysis techniques useful in physiologic studies of pulmonary structure and function.
Keywor ds: X-ray, micro-CT, respiratory gating, cone-beam, small animal imaging

l. INTRODUCTION
Small animal imaging has been an active research field recently since small animal models, such as rats or mice, can be
used to study the mechanisms of different important diseases in human 1• To obtain high sensitivity and resolution in
small animal imaging, dedicated micro imaging systems haveto be developed. Currently, these imaging systems include
2
4
micro-MR , micro SPECr· , micro PE'fi, and micro c'f'-9, each having their own advantages and disadvantages. In
order to combine the strength of different modalities, hybrid imaging systems have been developed 10•11 • Micro cone
beam CT, as a powerful and relatively inexpensive tool for phenotyping, is widely used in small animal imaging.
In this work, we apply micro cone beam CT for small animallung imaging in vivo. Since the lung is a moving object,
motion artifacts, which are detrimental to any tomographic imaging technique12- 14, have to be compensated for to obtain
accurate reconstructions. Different schemes have been designed to reduce the motion artifacts when we sean a moving
object. The first approach is todo an ultrafast scanning so that the motion can be frozen in time15 • But since srnall
animals are breathing ata very high rate, about 100 cycles per second for rats, this ultrafast scanning is difficult to
achieve in existing micro CT scanners. The second method is todo a corrective reconstruction in which the rnotion is
16 17
modeled in the reconstruction algorithm ' • However, this method requires that the motion in the chest fit a time
varying expansion model, which is usually not satisfied in practice. The third approach is gating. Respiratory gating can
18
be done in real time . Whenever the lung is in a specific phase of ventilation, collection of a projection is triggered. This
real time gating needs an experimental set up to monitor the respiration that could be complicated and interfere the
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natural respiration ofthe animal. We call this real time gating scheme as the traditional method. In this work, we propose
and implementa post acquisition lung gated imaging method that does not require monitoring respiration during data
collection. Instead of collecting one projection per view angle in normal tomographic scanning, we collect a projection
sequence for each view angle and achieve the gated reconstruction by utilizing the respiratory phase information encoded
in the projection sequence. The fundamental idea is that the change of lung volume can be detected by the change of
integrated intensity within a ROl around the lung in the projections. By applying our gating method, different phases of
the breathing cycle can be reconstructed from one tomographic sean. Our post acquisition lung gated imaging may find
applications in lung tumor detection, dynamic pulmonary physiology studies and the respiratory systems modeling.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1

Image Collection

Although the gating method proposed in this work can be applied to various small animal models, we use rats as our
subjects. Sprague-Dawley rats with body weight of 350-400 grams were anesthetized (40mg/kg sodium pentobarbital,
ip), placed upright in a plastic cylinder, suspended by restraints attached to the forelimbs and teeth. The cylinder is
mounted on a micromanipulator stage for imaging (Fig. 1). The micro-focal x-ray CT system is composed of a FeinFocus-100.50 x-ray source (3um focal spot), a North American lmaging AI-5830-HP image intensifier coupled toa
Silicon Mountain Design (SMD) CCD, anda New England Affiliated Technologies specimen micromanipulator stage all
mounted on a precision rail with position information provided by Mitutoyo linear encoders. The geometry of the
imaging system allows magnification of the specimen to be adjusted by changing the specimen' s proximity to the x-ray
source. For each of the 360 viewing angles for which data was acquired, we continuously collect a sequence of images
at 30 frames per second for 3 seconds. During this sequence, the rat completes multiple breaths. lt should be noted that
each ofthese projections has a relatively low signal-to-noise ratio, see Fig. 2(a), since we do not average multiple frames
to get a projection. Averaging over consecutive frames is a common practice when imaging a stationary object to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The image data (512x512 pixels, 8 bits per pixel) is sent from the CCD toa frame
grabber board mounted in a Dell610 workstation running the WindowsNT operating system. Image acquisition,
recording positional information and stage control is each preformed by custom written in-house window based software
running on the workstation. The data is then transferred via network to a Red Hat Linux based Dell 410 workstation and
after proper preprocessing of the J:lrojection images to compensate for distortions introduced by the imaging chain,
isotropic reconstructions are obtained through an implementation of the Feldkamp cone-beam algorithm 19 .

Detector ystem

Fig. l Experimental setup. The rat
suspended upright in a plastic cylinder that
is mounted on the specimen stage. The
detector, on the left, is a North American
lmaging image intensifier coupled to a
Silicon Mountain Design CCD camera.
The micro-focal x-ray source, on the right,
is a Fein-Focus 100.50. The position of
the detector and specimen stage are
adjustable with respect to the source.
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2.2

Respiratory Curve

For each image sequence collected from a specific angle, we have a corresponding periodic respiratory curve which
changes with different phases of the breathing cycle. This signal will be used in the gated imaging. The respiratory curve
can be obtained by measuring the intraesophageal pressure while collecting the projection image since the pressure
changes with different phases of the breathing cycle. However, this pressure measurement process is complicated and
could affect the natural breathing of small animals. Instead, we obtain the respiratory curve from the image sequence
itself. The idea is as follows. If we have a region around the lung (the white box in Fig. 2(a)) in the projection image,
then the total intensity within the region will change throughout the breathing cycle. When the lung is deflated, less air
and more soft tissue are projected into the region and the total intensity within the region will be low. Converse! y, when
the lung is inflated, more air and less soft tissue are projected into the region and the total intensity will be high. Thus a
respiratory curve showing different phases of the lung can be obtained (Fig.2 (b)). Note that every point in the curve
corresponds toan image. We have the following advantages in obtaining the respiratory curve in this manner:
l.
2.

No additional experimental complexity monitoring the respiration, threshold detection and triggering the
capture of a projection image
Synchronization of the image and ventilation signal is essentially automatic, since the phase information is
encoded in the projection itself

The disadvantages are a largely increased collected data set size and the absence of data on intrapleural pressure, which
is required in sorne pulmonary physiology studies. For example, in a compliance study, we have to know both volume
and pressure information.
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Fig.2 lllustration of the processes of obtaining a respiratory curve from an image sequence. a) Aplanar projection image of the thorax
region in a Sprague-Dawley rat. The white box indicates the ROl for data plotted in b.
b) A plot ofthe cumulative intensity for the ROl shown in a.

Likewise, we can obtain a breathing curve using the same method for each image sequence. Because the data is acquired
asynchronously, breathlng curves obtained at different view angles are out of phase, which is demonstrated in Fig. 3.
The starting point of curve l(Fig. 3(a)) is different from that of curve 2(Fig. 3(b)). Therefore, movement artifacts result if
we take a projection with the same index from each image sequence and perform the tomographic reconstruction. Fig. 4
shows a reconstruction from the first frame of each image sequence. Motion artifacts are present in the reconstructed
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image. The edge of the lung is very blurry and the ribs are not well defined. In addition, the signal to noise ratio in the
reconstruction is low, since the projection from each angle is formed by a single frame only.
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Fig. 3 Respiratory curves from two different view angles

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 Reconstruction without gating (a) Transaxial Image (b) Coronal Image

2.3

Post Acquisition Gating

The key of perforrning gated pulmonary imaging is to make every image sequence in phase. Our approach to achieve the
atx?ve goal is to compress the image sequence that contains multiple breathing cycles into a single cycle by decomposing
and averaging (Fig. 5). Fig. 5 (a) shows an original breathing curve containing several cycles. In Fig. 5 (b), the breathing
curve is decomposed into several complete breathing cycles (2-6) and two partial breathing cycles (1 and 7). Fig. 5 (e) is
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the averaged complete breathing cycle. Note that the partial breathing cycles can also be used in the averaging. After
obtaining averaged, ordered projection images for a complete breath for every projection angle, we can identify
projections with the same index from different view angles and perform a tomographic reconstruction (Fig. 6). Thus the
motion artifacts can be reduced.

+ + +

+ + +
1

2

(a)

3

4

5

6

7
(e)

(b)

Fig. 5 lliustration of compressing breathing cycles into a single breathing cycle (a) Original breathing curve
(b) Decomposed breathing cycle (e) Averaged breathing cycle

Angle 1

Angle 2

Angle 3

Angle 360

Fig. 6 The same point in a breath cycle must be used from each viewing angle to
obtain a reconstruct from that particular phase.

A regular ventilation cycle can be defined by its peak and period. In order to decompose the original breathing curve, the
locations ofthe peaks (end inspiration) in the breathing curve have to be detected. After we detect the peales, the length
of the cycle can be estimated by calculating the average distance between the peaks. If the respiratory curve is
homogeneous and noiseless, as shown in Fig. 5(a), then decomposition of the breathing curve will be easy to achieve.
However, anomalies in the curve will complicate the peak detection process. These anomalies include local maximums
and peaks corresponding toa sigh (deep breath).
Local maximums (circled points in the Fig. 7) are often present in the breathing curve. They are caused by the heart
beating and the noise in the projections. These local maximums can be elirninated using the following approach:
l . Estímate the length of the breathing cycle.
2. There is only one true maximum in the window of one breathing cycle, local maximums do not meet this
criterion.
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Fig. 7 lliustration of local maximurns (the circles) in the respiratory curve

When the rat sighs, the volume ofthe lung changes dramatically anda large peak appears in the breathing curve (Fig. 8).
Since the volume change corresponding to the sigh is different from that of normal breaths, the images corresponding to
the sigh should be eliminated in the gated imaging.
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Fig. 8 lliustration of a respiratory curve that includes a sigh (deep breath) during the acquisition sequence

Empirically, we know that sighs occur infrequently and can assume that there exists at most only one sigh in each image
sequence. To detect the cycle corresponding to the sigh in the breathing curve, we use the following 4-step approach.
l.
2.
3.
4.

Calculate the average maximum excluding the largest maximum since it may be caused by a sigh.
Calculate the average minimum
Calculate the distance between average maximum and average minimum.
The maximums which satisfy the following criterion are caused by sighs
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maximum>average maximum+a ·(average maximum-average minimum)
where a determines the sensitivity of the sigh detection process. The smaller the value of a, the more sensitive the
detection process will be. In our case, we set it to l.
From above analysis, we can successfully detect the normal peales of the breathing curve by using the method that is
generalized as follows. Firstly we select the points that are maximal within a window of one breathing cycle as peales.
Secondly we eliminate the peales corresponding to sighs so that only normal peales are left. After we detect the normal
peales, we can calculate the leogth of the breathing cycle by calculating the average distance between them. By knowing
the locations of maximums aod the length of the breathing cycle, we can compress each image sequence into one
· averaged cycle by using the approach illustrated in Fig. 5.
Fig. 9 shows representative projection images at different phases in the averaged breathing cycle, with phase (e)
corresponding to end inspiration. We can see an increase in signal to noise ratio for the averaged projections compared to
the original projections (Fig. 2(a)).

(a)

(b)

(a)

(d)

(e)

(t)

Fig. 9 a-e) Averaged projection images at different phases of ventilation. OThe corresponding breath cycle for the projection images.
The points along the curve indicate the respective phase in the cycle from which the images were obtained.
In summary, the processing of each original image sequence collected from different view angles is illustrated in the
following diagram (Fig. 10).
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Collect an image sequence

Obtain a respiratory curve

Decompose the original
respiratory curve

Detect peaks excluding
sighs and local maximums

'

Average different breathing
cycles

•

Fig. 1OA schematic diagram showing
the steps required to process the
irnage sequence collected at each
viewing angle.

Obtain a complete breathing
cycle

3. RESULTS
3.1

Comparison of Gated and Non-gated Imaging

Fig. 11 shows a comparison between reconstructed transaxial images before (a) and after (b) gating. Fig. 12 shows a
comparison between reconstructed coronal images before (a) and after (b) gating. An improvement in the image quality
after gating is clearly evident in these two figures. In the gated reconstruction, registration of the bone is much better, the
edge of the lung is clearly defined and structures within the lung parenchyma are better resolved.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11 Reconstructed transaxial images before (a) and after gating (b)
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(b)

(a)

Fig. 12 Reconstructed coronal images before (a) and after gating (b)

3.2

Phase Reconstruction of the Breathing Cycle

A true advantage of our technique is that different phases of the ventilating lung can be reconstructed from a single sean,
which is helpful in performing dynamic pulmonary studies. Fig. 13 shows reconstructed transaxial images at different
phases (a,b,c,d,e) within a ventilation cycle, with phase (e) corresponding to maximal inspiration. From multi-phase
reconstructions, the changes of the airways and other structures within the lung can be identified while the rat is
breathing. This information is important in developing a dynamic model for the respiration system20 .

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. l3 a-e) Transaxial reconstructions at different phases ofthe ventilation. f) The corresponding breath cycle for the reconstructed
transaxial images. The points along the curve indicate the respective phase in the cycle from which the images were obtained.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this work. we propose and implementa post acquisition gating method for small animallung imaging in vivo. This
rnethod is reasonably easy to implement and does not require additional experimental setup to monitor the respiration.
The ventilation signal, which is necessary for the gated imaging, is essentially encoded in the image sequence itself.

The proposed post acquisition gated imaging method can be summarized as follows: For each view angle, we collect a
low dose image sequence which contains multiple respiratory cycles. Subsequently, the respiratory curve reflecting
changes of the lung volume is obtained by tracing the change of total intensity within an ROl around the lung in the
projection sequence, which is then compressed into one breathing cycle by using a decomposing and averaging
technique. Once we obtain a complete breathing cycle for each view angle, we can use the projection with the same
index from different view angle and do the tomographic reconstruction. Motion artifacts can thus be reduced. In
obtaining the respiratory curve, care should be taken for the choice of the ROl in the projection images. Since the
diaphragm is the major muscle in normal tidal breathing, it is important to include the diaphragm in the ROl to get a
respiratory curve which truly reflects the pattern of the lung volume change. lf we do not in elude the diaphragm in the
ROl, the curve we obtain can be rnisleading and the proposed gating method may not work.
One major disadvantage of the proposed algorithm is that it requires a large amount of data storage space. In normal data
collection, we usually average the projections on the fly in memory first, and then store the final averaged projections on
the hard drive. However, in the proposed method, we haveto store every projection frame the CCD camera captured on
the hard drive for post acquisition processing. This leads toa large increase in storage requirements. For example, for a
normal sean of 360 views, we need 360*512*512=94 Mbytes storage space. But for a dynarnic sean proposed in this
work, we need 360*512*512*90=8.4 Gbytes of storage space. However, with our proposed scanning method, multiple
phases in a breathing cycle can be reconstructed from a single sean, which is usually not achievable by standard gating
methods. Dosage/exposure time is another concern for the proposed algorithm. If the goal is to image the entire breathing
cycle, the dosage is no higher than normal methods. However, if we only image one phase in the breathing cycle, then
the traditional gating method will result in a lower dosage than that of the proposed algorithm.
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